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Executive Summary 

Not much has to be changed from last week’s summary: as the October ’15 monthly candle is the largest in 10 years, 

clearly signaling Primary V is underway. The market –as usual- left its options open on Friday: either intermediate iii 

topped at SPX 2094 or we can expect a little more downside and then a thrust to SPX 2098-2103 before it peaks. 

Price is well-above all important short and long term SMAs, and while market breadth is deteriorating, we have no 

indication that a correction larger than around 30-40p should occur. The weight of observable evidence continues 

to point towards SPX 2120-2140 for an interim top, and then to around SPX 2300 for a possible very significant 

market top.  

 

We are bullish until proven otherwise 
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Elliot wave update 

Our preferred count we’ve traceked for weeks continues to track well, and the market is now close, or has finished 

intermediate iii of major 3 of Primary V at SPX 2094 on Friday: see Figure 1. Yes, there are 2 most likely options (there 

are more, but let us go with the most likely):  

 Close to finishing intermediate iii: minor 5 is forming an Ending Diagonal, where minute waves a,b,c, and all 

or most of d has completed. In the former case, d will ideally target mid- to low SPX2070s before 

intermediate iii peaks at the exact 1.618x extension: SPX 2098. Add a little overthrow to suck in the last 

bulls and we could see SPX 2100. This falls short of our preferred intermediate iii target of SPX 2120-2140. 

But it is what it is. 

 Intermediate iii finished: detailed count is shown in insert. In this case intermediate iv should target ideally 

the mid- to low 2060s (38.2% retrace of all of intermediate iii) before intermediate v takes the market to 

the SPX 2120-2140 target zone. This also falls short of our preferred intermediate iii target of SPX 2120-

2140. But, again, it is what it is. 

Figure 1. SPX hourly chart: minor 5 of intermediate iii forming an ED. Insert SPX 5min chart: intermediate iii completed 
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SPX update 

At Friday’s SPX 2094 high, price felt a bit short of the upper S/R zone (2105-2125), but did break out this week from 

the 2nd S/R zone: SPX 2045-2065. Hence, we should expect support in this lower zone. The blue ascending lines show 

the trend channel price is in, and which should continue to provide S/R as well.  

Figure 2. SPX daily chart: break out target remains. Blue arrows are break out, green arrows support 

 

Hence, nothing has changed on this chart and SPX 2120-2140 remains our short term target (weeks)  
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With the month of October 2015 in the books, let’s look at the monthly chart: Figure 3. First observation is it’s the 

largest green candle –in absolute points- on the entire 10 yearlong chart. Rather impressive and signifying the 

Primary V wave we’re in. The 2ND observation is that only the RSI5 is pointing back up; there’s no other buy signal. 

Yes, the TIs are starting to point back up, but no buy-signals yet (e.g. see the Monthly MACD). The 3RD observation is 

price is back above the 20m SMA and first resistance is at the upper BB: SPX 2159, followed by R1: SPX 2189, and 

R2: SPX 2319. All three levels fall within our predicted major 3 and Primary V target zones (see prior weekend 

updates).  

Figure 3. SPX monthly TI chart: no buy-signals yet, but price back above 20m SMA. 

 

A.I buys/sell indicator 
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Zooming in, the weekly chart shows price is now well-above the 20w SMA and above the 50w SMA, where it found 

support the past week. First resistance is at around the dotted horizontal black line (2095-2105), and where price 

stalled on Friday (SPX 2094). Above that the upper BB at SPX 2168, R1: SPX 2188 and R2: SPX 2319 provide resistance. 

Also these levels coincide with our preferred major 3 and Primary V targets. These levels also coincide with the 

monthly S/R levels, and as such add weight to the evidence for supporting these levels as our ultimate price targets. 

We’ll adjust them when the market tells us to. All TIs are pointing up, and there’s not a sell-signal anywhere. As such 

we should continue to look up on a weekly basis. Note that the green arrows show that a breakout above SPX 2135 

signals a SPX 2300 target based on symmetry. Note that all past 5 (up) weeks occurred on above average volume 

(using 50d SMA; orange line trough volume bars) 

Figure 4. SPX weekly TI chart: 50w SMA reached, and acting as support. Breakout above 2135 targets 2300 

 

Hence, around SPX 2300 remains our longer term target for Primary V. 

  

A.I buys/sell indicator 
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Drilling down to the daily level, we can compare the current advance with that from about a year earlier and deduct 

from the BB setup a possible “you are here”. Using this analogy, one would expect an additional 50-75p gain: SPX 

2120-2150 (green arrows). Right into our ideal target zone. Price is well-above all important short- and long term 

SMA, and as such these should provide support, with the 150d and 200d SMA at the low SPX 2060s, which is where 

we would expect intermediate iv to bottom (Red arrow). Except for the RSI5, all TIs continue to point up and remain 

in buy/long-signal mode.  

Figure 5 SPX daily TI charts: Except RSI5, all TIs and SMAs are pointing up. R2 (2086) providing resistance. 
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Market breadth  

The NYMO (McClellan Oscillator) is still positive, but barely, showing continued negative divergence with price: more 

stocks are still advancing then declining but the number of stocks that are advancing becomes less and less. This is 

typical at the end of the trip. But as long as NYMO remains positive the bulls are in charge. Since the NYSI is the 

summation index of NYMO; the lower NYMO gets the less NYSI will go up, and once NYMO turns negative NYSI will 

also start to turn down. Since the price low made in 2009, there’ve been a few occasions where NYSI’s RSI5>90: black 

dotted horizontal lines. In most cases, the market advanced a bit more, before correction, and then continued its 

advance. On the larger scale (major waves) we will be looking for negative divergence in the NYSI to tell us Primary 

V is getting close. In between now and there, major 4 will likely have an RSI5 on the NYSI<20 and that’s our que to 

buy that low, assuming selling the major 3 high.  

Figure 6. NYMO negatively diverging, NYSI topping 
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Conclusion 

On the micro scale it is yet unclear if intermediate iii of major 3 of Primary V has a little more to go or not. If it has 

then SPX 2098-2103 is our ideal target. If intermediate iii topped at Friday’s SPX 2094 high, then intermediate iv 

should target low to mid-2060S on the S&P500 before intermediate v targets SPX 2120-2140. The monthly to daily 

charts continue to tell us to expect more upside in the weeks to months ahead. 

We continue to expect a significant market top in the SPX 2300 area. As such we continue to look up until the 

observable evidence and hard facts of the charts tell us to do differently. 

 

We are bullish until proven otherwise. 
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